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INTRODUCTION
MotoGP™ is the oldest motorsport World Championship. To ensure that racing
motorbikes are designed, tested, and built to be super-fast, as well as safe, MotoGP™
teams use their skills in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM).
Watching a MotoGP™ race is exciting, but have you ever wondered what makes
a rider able to get around a corner so fast, leaning in super close to the ground and
without falling off? Science is how they do it and this booklet will explain the concepts
behind motorbike design, cornering, tyre grip, safety gear and a whole lot more!
The Australian MotoGP™ and STEM Hub have teamed up to create this educational
booklet – The Science of MotoGP™ – to inspire young minds to explore STEM
subjects and careers, and to learn how STEM shapes not only motorbike racing but
everyday life. The booklet is designed for students in grades 6 to 9.
STEM Hub works with industry and educators to build STEM
enrichment competitions and challenges, and educational
material to spark student interest in STEM from the
earliest grades through to high school. Our programs are designed to complement
classroom learning and teaching by providing engaging and exciting examples of
STEM in the real world.
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HUB

www.stemhub.com.au

WHAT WILL
STUDENTS LEARN?

WHAT WILL STUDENTS
BE ABLE TO DO?

•	Briefly explain Australia’s MotoGP™ history and past
Australian winners;

WHAT’S AHEAD?

•	Be able to demonstrate the main motorbike
components;

Part 1:
Behind the Scenes

•	Demonstrate that air is matter and explore examples of
aerodynamic design;
•	Examine the different kinds of skills and training
needed by people in racing careers, such as engineers,
mechanics and material scientists;
•	Explain how Newton’s Laws of Motion can be observed
in different situations;
•	Explore the concepts of gravitational potential energy,
kinetic energy and their influence on objects;
•	Explain how a motorbike is powered and how a 4-stroke
piston works;
•	Demonstrate what cubic capacity means in relation to
volume;
•	Explain the forces that are at play when turning a
motorbike;
•	Explain why special materials are used to build MotoGP™
motorbikes and rider safety gear;
•	Explain why inflating tyres with different gases
causes varying effects on the pressure and how tyre
temperature impacts racing performance;

Students learn about the history of MotoGP™ in Australia
and are introduced to past winners, such as Wayne
Gardner, and Casey Stoner. They’ll also be introduced to
some MotoGP™ technical regulations such as engine size
and bike mass.

Part 2:
Understanding the Science of MotoGP™
This section will introduce students to scientific concepts
of aerodynamics (laminar and turbulent flow), motion
(Newton’s Three Laws of Motion and the Law of Universal
Gravitation), force (centripetal, centrifugal), energy (potential,
kinetic), torque, friction, measuring engine size and the
units used. Similarly, students will be familiarised with
the materials motorbikes are made out of, how riders are
protected by safety gear and how tyre pressure and tyre
temperature impact racing performance.

PART 1: BEHIND THE SCENES
1.1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF
MOTOGP™ IN AUSTRALIA!
When the first formal World Championship was held in
1949, Grand Prix racing comprised 4 solo classes, the
inaugural ‘premier class’ 500cc, 350cc, 250cc and 125cc.
The first 2 Australian GPs ever held were at Phillip Island,
VIC and the premier class races in both those years were
won by Aussie rider Wayne Gardner. The Australian GP was
then held at Eastern Creek NSW for 6 successive years
from 1991 to 1996, before returning to Phillip Island in
1997 where the race is held to this day.
Did you know that Australia has produced a number of
MotoGP™ stars such as Wayne Gardner, Mick Doohan,
Troy Bayliss, Troy Corser, and Casey Stoner We bet you
knew that?

Test Yourself!
Can you match the names of the BELOW mentioned
riders to these pictures?

1.2 WHAT’S SO SPECIAL ABOUT
A MOTOGP™
MOTORBIKE ANYWAY?
These motorbikes are purpose-built prototypes that are
specially built for MotoGP™, the general public isn’t allowed
to buy them, and they’re not allowed to be ridden
on public roads. MotoGP™ motorbikes are hand built and each
part is specially made just for that motorbike which means
that these motorbikes cost millions of dollars to make.
Engineers and mechanics have to abide by some pretty
strict technical regulations too if they want to race their
motorbikes at any Grand Prix. As of the 2018 season, the
maximum engine size allowed is 1000cc with a maximum
of 4 cylinders, and must be 4 stroke type without any
form of supercharging. Transmissions must have no
more than 6 gears and they have to be a particular mass
too; MotoGP™ motorbikes up to 800cc can be no more
than 150kg and motorbikes with engine sizes from 801cc
to 1000cc must be no more than 157kg.

1.3 SO WHAT DOES THE PHILLIP
ISLAND GRAND PRIX TRACK
LOOK LIKE?
Phillip Island Grand Prix track is 4.445km long and has
12 turns. MotoGP™ motorbikes are so fast the riders reach
speeds of more than 300km/h down the Gardner Straight.
Now that’s amazing!
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Test Yourself
Do you know who holds the current MotoGP™ track
record at Phillip Island and how many minutes it took
them?

PART 2: UNDERSTANDING THE SCIENCE OF MOTOGP™
2.1 MOTOGP™ MOTORBIKE COMPONENTS
The engine of a motorbike provides power to the back wheel via the clutch, transmission and drive chain. The motorbike is
controlled by a combination of control inputs from the rider, and the rider’s body positioning in different circumstances, such
as cornering, braking and accelerating.
Grand Prix motorbikes are produced to win races and to showcase the design and technological capabilities of their
manufacturers. The machines are therefore constructed from expensive, hardwearing and extremely light materials such
as Titanium (Ti) and reinforced carbon fibre and benefit from advanced technology (carbon disc brakes, engine management
systems, traction control), which does not feature on regular road bikes.

2.2 AERODYNAMICS
Aerodynamics is the science that studies objects moving
through the air especially how air flows around objects
like motorbikes, and airplanes. When engineers study
aerodynamics to improve the speed, and safety of
motorbikes they have 2 main concerns:
1.	Creating downforce which helps push the motorbike’s
tyres onto the track to improve cornering performance,
and
2.	Minimising drag which can slow the motorbike down
(and is a result of air resistance), which are air molecules
touching the motorbike surface creating friction which
pushes against the motorbike.

Motorbikes are not like cars and airplanes because they’re
not enclosed with the person sitting inside, but instead
have open spaces and a human sitting on top. All this
causes air flowing over and around the motorbike to
become disturbed and turbulent just like the image top
right. The blue ribbon-like flow is turbulence, which is not a
good thing.

Laminar Flow (also known as streamline flow) occurs when air
flows in parallel layers with no disruption between the layers.
Turbulent Flow occurs when air flow has chaotic changes in
pressure and flow and causes eddies or swirls to slam into
the laminar flow that are rushing past, increasing friction and
drag.

DID YOU KNOW?
THE REASON RIDERS STAY REALLY LOW AND CLOSE TO
THE MOTORBIKE IS TO MAINTAIN LAMINAR FLOW AND TO
MINIMISE TURBULENCE.

Test Yourself
Why do riders raise their heads and bodies in a race if
we know this increases turbulent flow?

Can you think of other sports where aerodynamics is
really important? Name 4 sports where athletes make
themselves smaller or larger to go faster or slower.

STEM CAREER
PATHWAYS: SO YOU
WANT TO BE A
MOTOGP™ ENGINEER!
Motorsport engineers design, develop and test new and improved
designs, engines, transmissions or other systems. To be a MotoGP™
engineer you’ll need a degree or equivalent in Mechanical or Automotive
Engineering. But did you know that there are other engineering
qualifications that are also needed like Aeronautical Engineering,
Materials Engineering, Aerodynamics Engineering? Motorsport
engineers test their full scale and scale model prototypes in wind
tunnels, on the track, and work with mechanics, scientists and other
engineers to make the best race motorbikes possible.
To prepare for university you usually need to have your senior
secondary school certificate or equivalent with subjects like physics,
chemistry, mathematics, and computer science. If you want more
information about becoming a Motorsport Engineer speak with your
School Careers Advisor or make sure you go to University Open
Days where you’ll get a chance to speak one-on-one with university
academics. Universities across the country have great degree
programs and one such university is RMIT who have the Bachelor of
Engineering (Mechanical Engineering), and Bachelor of Engineering
(Automotive Engineering) degrees.

2.3 NEWTON’S THREE LAWS OF MOTION AND THE
LAW OF UNIVERSAL GRAVITATION
Before we start talking about the Laws of Motion and Gravitation let’s learn about the scientist who discovered and founded the
laws. Sir Isaac Newtown is one of the most influential scientists in history who discovered lots of things including the Laws of
Motion and the Law of Universal Gravitation. When MotoGP™ motorbikes are racing these laws are at play all the time, and by
knowing these laws (and a whole lot of others) MotoGP™ engineers can build faster motorbikes while maintaining rider safety.

The First Law of Motion: Law of Inertia

The first law Sir Isaac Newton discovered says that “an object in
motion wants to stay in motion, and an object at rest wants to
stay at rest”.
To understand this law better we break it into 2 parts:
1. An object will not move unless a force pushes it.
2. An object in motion will stay in motion at a constant speed and
direction unless an unbalanced force acts on the object.
So when a rider stops in pit lane the motorbike will stay there until
the rider accelerates out of there, that’s the unbalanced force.

HERE’S A FUN FACT!
NEWTON DISCOVERED GRAVITY WHEN HE SAW AN APPLE FALL
FROM A TREE WHILE THINKING ABOUT FORCES OF NATURE.
HE REALISED THAT SOME FORCE MUST BE ACTING ON FALLING
OBJECTS LIKE THE APPLE BECAUSE THE APPLE WOULDN’T
HAVE STARTED MOVING FROM REST.

The Second Law of Motion

This law is a little trickier. The second law states that an
“object’s acceleration (how fast an object is speeding up or
slowing down) is equal to the force on an object divided by
the object’s mass”. To help explain this Newton created a
formula:

Force = Mass x Acceleration

Mass is the amount of matter that makes up an object.
Acceleration is the rate at which an object changes its velocity.
Velocity is the speed of an object in a given direction.
Really big objects have a lot of force. So a boulder can push
on a motorbike with more force than a feather because it
has more mass. But this is where it gets a little tricky! Mass
isn’t the only thing that we should focus on though. Newton
did say that mass times acceleration is equal to force. So
if your smaller friend decided to run toward you and tackle
you, they’d have more force than you because you were just
standing still

Newton’s Third Law of Motion

Every push pushes back, meaning that “every action has an equal
and opposite reaction”. Like the cartoon on the previous page shows,
the rider tries to push the boulder out of the way but as she pushes
against the boulder it doesn’t move but instead she’s forced backward.

The Law of Universal Gravitation

Newton discovered that gravitation is universal. That is, it’s not only
present on planet Earth. Gravitational force is an amazing force of
nature which is a force of attraction. There is a gravitation force of
attraction between you and every other object around you due to you
having mass and every other object having mass. For most objects
you can’t feel the force because it’s really small but there’s one object
very close to you and each and every one of us; that object is called
Earth. The gravitational force of Earth on an object is known as the
Weight (W) of an object and is measured in Newtons (N).
Newton also discovered that Earth has a special gravitational value
we call the standard gravity value denoted by a small (g). So when
MotoGP™ racers are on the track gravity pulls them down
towards the Earth.

Test Yourself

Test Yourself

If a feather was moving really fast, heaps faster than
you, would you or the feather have more force? Explain
why?

Do you know what is the standard gravity value (g)
for Earth?

2.4 ENERGY
Potential Energy (PE) is energy that has not been used and
is energy at rest, like when you’re sleeping or even standing.
A ball on a hill has gravitational potential energy, but as the
ball moves down the hill this energy is changed into Kinetic
Energy (KE) because gravity pulls the ball down.

4. Electric – which is energy stored as electricity and
measured in Volts (V).

What ARE the differenceS between the potential
energies?
Gravitation potential energy is the energy that an object
has when it’s off the ground. An object that is higher off the
ground has more gravitational potential energy. So when
MotoGP™ riders are on tracks that are elevated they have

The ball is being pulled by gravity because gravity on or near
Earth’s surface is strong and pulls objects toward the centre
of Earth.
There’s more than one potential energy type. Some of the
types are:
1. Gravitational – which is energy stored in an object due
to its height. This energy is measured in Joules.
2. Chemical – this energy is stored in chemicals. The
unit of measure is also Joules (J). When we measure it in
motorbikes it’s called horsepower (hp).
3. Elastic – this energy is stored in an object that can be
stretched or squeezed, and is measured in Joules.

more energy as they’re coming down like the picture here
of the MotoGP™ Circuit of the Americas.
Elastic potential energy is stored by the deformation of an
elastic object. So when you stretch an elastic band it has
elastic potential energy but when you let go that energy is
converted to kinetic energy.
Chemical Potential Energy is energy stored way down
in the bonds of molecules. When the bonds are broken
chemical potential energy is released and converted into
other forms of energy. An example is when you eat food.
The food is digested to convert chemical energy into other
forms of energy used by the cells.

TEST YOURSELF!
What is another example of
potential chemical energy?
Hint: motorbikes need this to
run.

2.5 POWERING THE MOTORBIKE

TEST YOURSELF!

Current MotoGP™ racing regulations stipulate that all MotoGP™ motorbikes must use 4-stroke engines. But what does
this mean? Put simply, the piston completes four separate strokes while turning the crankshaft and to help explain the
process we’ve broken the process down by stroke.

Stroke 1
(Intake Stroke):

Stroke 2
(Compression Stroke):

Air is draw into the cyclinder
through the inlet valves by
the downward stroke of
the piston, then fuel is also
injected.

The mixture of air and fuel
(combustible mixture) is trapped
in the cylinder and compressed
by the upward stroke of the
piston.

Stroke 3
(Combustion Stroke):

Stroke 4
(Exhaust Stroke):

The compressed mixture is
then ignited by a spark from the
sparkplug, rapidly expanding
and forcing the piston on its
downstroke.

The gases resulting from the burning
of the combustible mixture are
forced out of the cylinder by the
upstroke of the piston through the
exhaust valves. And then the cycle
begins from the start again.

But how does the piston cause the Motorbike to move?

The reciprocal (up and down) movement of the piston is converted into rotary motion which applies a twisting force (torque) to the
crankshaft. This then turns the clutch which connects the engine to the transmission, which then drives the rear wheel via the chain and
sprocket.
Torque is a twisting force applied to an object, either stationary or moving. In this example the twisting force is applied to the rear
tyre until it begins to turn. The friction between the tyre and the track causes the motorbike to drive forward. Did you know that
a MotoGP™ motorbike can reach 0 to 100km/h in about 2.5s because of this torque and friction? Now that’s fast!

WHY IS THE MOTORBIKE
DOING A WHEELIE?

A.
		
B.
		
C.
		
D.
		

TOO MUCH FRICTION,
NOT ENOUGH TORQUE
TOO MUCH FRICTION,
TOO MUCH TORQUE
NOT ENOUGH FRICTION,
NOT ENOUGH TORQUE
NOT ENOUGH FRICTION,
TOO MUCH TORQUE

2.6 MEASURING ENGINE SIZE
You may have noticed that we used the units ‘cc’ when referring to engine size. The term “cc” stands for Cubic Centimeters or
simply cm3 which is a metric unit to measure the Engine’s Cubic Capacity or its volume. . Volume refers to the amount of fuel that is
swept up by the piston inside the cylinder and this volume is measured in Litres (L) or cubic centimetres or other cubic units.
Cubic means Height x Width x Length
To put this in terms of an engine
we use a piston in its cylinder.
On most MotoGP™ motorbikes
each cylinder (remember there’s
4) has a CC of 250cm3, totalling
1000cc or 1000cm3 for all 4.

2.7 CORNERING: DEFYING PHYSICS OR IS IT?
When you see MotoGP™ riders touching their knees and elbows into a turn it
almost defies physics. But as we dig into what really is happening we’ll see that
the laws of physics are in fact the reason they can do what they do!
We now know that motorbikes lack lateral (side) stability when stationary
(not moving) and that they can only stay upright if they’re moving forward.
Because of the front-end geometry of motorbikes they steer straight ahead
and vertically and with the help of Newton’s Laws of Motion and other forces
the motorbikes are fairly stabilised. But how do riders get these machines that
want to keep going straight to go around a corner and fast?

Ever heard of countersteering? To make the motorbike turn in the direction the
rider wants to go the first thing a rider does is push steering which is the first
step in the leaning and cornering process. So, if a rider wants to turn, the rider
has to push on the right grip to go right, on the left grip to go left. But in a right turn,
countersteering happens when gravity and other forces push the front wheel off
toward the left, which forces the bike to lean towards the right. And then the rider
and the bike lean around the centre of mass or the Centre of Gravity. To turn,
the rider steers the front wheel off a little which shifts the Contact Point away
from the turn forcing the top of the bike to lean towards the turn.

Once the motorbike is leaned over, it starts to turn thanks to tyre traction which
is pushing against the road surface to force the front end into a curving path. The
front wheel is pointed slightly toward the direction of a turn and the rider applies
just enough steering pressure to keep the motorbike leaning and turning. The
whole time the motorbike wants to return to a straight line due to the Centrifugal
Force but thanks to Centripetal Force the motorbike tends towards the centre of
the curve.

2.8 MATERIAL SCIENCE
MotoGP™ motorbikes are put under huge physical strain
during a race so the motorbikes need to be made using the
most cutting edge materials. Race motorbikes are now
even lighter and faster than ever before but they also have
to be super strong and safe.
To build these motorbikes teams use special scientists
called Material Scientists who study and analyse chemical
properties and structures of man-made and natural
materials. An example of man-made material is glass and
an example of natural material is wood.

Special materials are used to build the MotoGP™
motorbikes to ensure they’re extremely light, hardwearing
and safe. Some of the materials used are Titanium (Ti),
Magnesium (Mg) and reinforced Carbon Fibre and most
of the engine, chassis, fairings and even brake rotors are
made out of these materials. Want to know what Carbon
Fibre looks like? Well, here you go.

Test Yourself
Can you name other man-made and natural materials?
Test Yourself
This special man-made material has 4 advantages
over other kinds of material for racing motorbike
construction.
Can you name them?
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.9 SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL
Millions of people around the world love riding motorbikes. Though it is an
easy to maintain, affordable mode of transportation, it contributes to global
emissions.
Michelin the tyre provider for the MotoGP™ have pledged that by 2050 they will
manufacture all their tyres using only sustainable materials. Did you know that
in this 2022 Season MotoE™ tyres already contain up to 46% renewable and
recycled materials?

Image Source: images.wemoto.com

Motobike companies are constantly coming up with green innovations like the
British company, Intelligent Energy, who have built a prototype motorbike called
the Emission Neutral Vehicle (ENV) which uses CORE cell technology containing
hydrogen and battery components in one unit and is removable from the motorcycle.
It’s not just the technology that is being revolutionised! Companies are now
using more sustainable materials like recycled plastic, wood, and bamboo to
build the motorbike frames.
A Philippine company called Banatti Motorcycles, have created a motorbike
body made of woven bamboo. Muzzicycles, a Brazilian company, manufacture
bicycle frames using recycled plastic. Although this is only for bicycles, we’re pretty
sure that motorbike designs using this same material won’t be too far away.

Image Source: i.ndtvimg.com

DID YOU KNOW?
THE CORE CELL IS AN AIR COOLED FUEL CELL SYSTEM THAT
RUNS ON HYDROGEN AND AMBIENT AIR TO PRODUCE CLEAN
DIRECT CURRENT (DC) POWER AND CAN BE REFUELED IN ONLY
A FEW MINUTES.

Image Source: Muzzicycles.com.br

3.0 RIDER SAFETY GEAR

3.1 TYRES

Riders need to be really safe so they have special suits that
they wear to protect themselves. Modern suits have lots
of safety parts including protective pieces in the suits, knee
sliders, elbow pads, an airbag, gloves, boots and of course
the helmet. But to ensure that riders can race properly and
stay safe, there has to be a balance between protection
and comfort.

TYRE PRESSURE

Since 2018 all MotoGP™ races require race suits to have a
full body airbag. These airbags inflate in milliseconds when
the sensors detect that a rider has fallen off the bike. The
airbag system is so good that it can tell if a rider has a fall,
or a close call and inflates before the rider hits the asphalt.
Race suits are made out of kangaroo skin which is highly
resistant to abrasion but some suits are still made out of
cow skin.

For tyres to provide optimal performance manufacturers
recommend specific pressure settings both to ensure
safety of the rider and for top performance. MotoGP™
teams must abide by MotoGP™ regulations which state
that the pressure limits must typically be 2 bars for the
front tyre and 1.8 bars for the rear tyre.
Did you know that 1 Bar refers to 1 atmosphere of
pressure which is equivalent to 14.5 psi or 0.1 Mega Pascal
also written as MPa?

Test Yourself
Calculate the MotoGP™ pressure limits for front and
rear tyres in psi.

Tyre Temperature
The temperature of a racing tyre is a huge factor to ensure
optimal performance is achieved from the tyre. In order
for the tyre to get adherence to the track – the asphalt
– tyres must reach ideal temperatures. The ideal racing
temperature for the front tyre is about 100°C, while 120°C
or more is recommended for the back tyre. So before a
race, pit crew make sure that the tyres are warmed to the
required temperature using tyre warmers like the ones in
the picture.

Tyres are inflated with a special gas
called nitrogen (N) and not air like normal
motorbike tyres. This is because nitrogen
doesn’t have water in it and when water is
heated it turns into steam. Steam causes
the pressure in the tyres to change which
isn’t good for racing.

Racing Tyres
Michelin provides teams with a range of tyre compounds for each race weekend and teams then choose a
combination specific for that track making sure that they don’t exceed the 33 tyre limit.

Test Yourself
Knowing that teams are given 22 dry traction and 11 wet traction tyres which combinations do you think they’ll
pick for the Australian Phillip Island circuit? Don’t forget to consider things like the number of turns on the
race track and temperature on the day.

PROFILES AND Q&A
WAYNE GARDENER
Wayne Gardner: Australian former professional Grand Prix
motorbike and touring car racer.
Birthdate: 11 October 1959
Best achievement: Most notable achievement was winning
the 1987 500 cc Motorbike World Championship, becoming
the first Australian to win motorcycling’s premier class
Nickname: Wayne’s success on the world motorbike road
racing circuit earned him the nickname The Wollongong
Whiz
What did you study in school?
The normal subjects. Maths, science, history, and languages
Behind the scenes, how does the team prepare for each
race?
Alot of the work is done before the races, engine dyno, set
up sheets, many programs on the computer to simulate
settings, aerodynamics, and the most important the rider
(training and fitness).

How much input does the rider have into strategy?
In my day it was more that the rider was the boss. Now
days the teams have their own strategists, that have to
work with the riders and come to a compromise.
Technology has evolved since your competition days, what
do you think is the biggest difference between when yours
and Remy’s riding career?
For sure the biggest difference is the electronics that the
bikes now have. We did not even have an ECU back in the
day.
Also the level is alot higher now days, with kids starting to
race from 4 years old.
What was your biggest highlight in your career?
Obviously I would have to say winning the World
Championship in Brazil, but also the first win in Philip Island
was another very special moment!
One piece of advice for the students wanting a career in
motor sport?
Never give up, because its a long road ahead!

REMY GARDENER
Remy Gardner: Australian motorbike racer, currently races
in the 2022 MotoGP championships.
Birthdate: 24 February 1998
Best achievement: Remy won the 2021 Moto2 World
Championship with Red Bull KTM Ajo.
Nickname: Remdogs
What did you study in school?
I had fairly normal classes. I studied the mandatory classes,
and just made sure I passed! Otherwise there was no
Racing…
Behind the scenes, how does the team prepare for each
race?
The Team always strip down the bike after each race and
clean, scrub and poilish every last bolt and nut. They are
also working with the telemetry and chassis programs
to see where the rider and or bike can improve and log all
imformation from the past events. Sometimes we will go
testing in between races, if there are new parts or settings
to try, but we have limited testing days per year.
How much input does the rider have into strategy?
I work alot with the team so we can always come to a
compromise. Regarding race strategy its pretty much left in
my hands, and they can give me information of whats going
on from my pit board.
Technology has evolved since your dad’s competition days,

what do you think is the biggest difference between yours
and Wayne’s riding career?
Personally I would say the level of all riders is much higher,
and truly outstanding. In Moto2 we can have up to 25
riders with in 1 second in qualifying. The technology and
electronics we have now is alot better and controlable. I
also work alot with the team on the computer comparing
telemetry and laps with my team mate or myself.
What is the best and worst thing about being Moto2 rider?
Best thing is when your standing on the podium, there isnt
any similar feeling in the world. The worst things are the
injurys, pain, suffering, and pressure that we have to deal
with week in week out. But, you get used to it.
One piece of advice for the students wanting a career in
motor sport?
If you really want it, its gonna be hard, but the number one
thing is, never give up, and keep working every day for you
dream

